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Abstract: Cyber attackers are becoming smarter, and at the end of the day, many novel attacks are
hosted in the cyber world. Security issues become more complex and critical when the number of
services and subscribers increases due to advanced technologies. To ensure a secure environment,
cyber professionals suggest reviewing the information security posture of the organization regularly
via security experts, which is known as penetration testing. A pen tester executes a penetration test of
an organization according to the frameworks and standardization guidelines. Security breaches of the
system, loopholes in OS or applications, network vulnerabilities, and breaking data integration scopes
are identified, and appropriate remediation is suggested by a pen tester team. The main aim of a
penetration process is to fix the vulnerabilities prior to the attack in tangible and intangible resources.
Firstly, this review work clarifies the penetration conception and is followed by the taxonomy of
penetration domains, frameworks, standards, tools, and scoring methods. It performs a comparison
study on the aforementioned items that develops guidelines for selecting an appropriate item set
for the penetration process according to the demand of the organization. This paper ends with
a constructive observation along with a discussion on recent penetration trends and the scope of
future research.
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1. Introduction

The internet is becoming an essential space for all people to access public and private
services, learning materials, social networking sites, communicating applications, and
personal entertainment webpages. The services in the cyberspace are ingraining in every
aspect of daily life [1]; as a result, we are generating a lot of private and sensitive informa-
tion through online business [2], digital transactions [3], ecommerce [4], virtual learning
platforms [5], telehealth [6], audio/video conferencing [7], reliable treatment [8], aviation
and shipping services [9], mobile payment systems [10], etc. Cyber risk continuously
rises at an alarming rate, compromising users’ credentials, breaking data integrity, and
stalling services, which is becoming one of the most important anxieties in the corporate
world [1,11].

A cyberattack can ruin a victim’s services, physical infrastructure, and logical connec-
tivity by disrupting business continuity, damaging their reputation, or obtaining intellectual
property [12]. Hackers can steal physical assets or secrete information [13] that can be
used in religious propagation [14] or political agendas [11]. Sometimes, hacking happens
for individual interests, such as for ransom money [14], showing hacking skills [14], or
earning money by sharing information with a third party [15]. An attack causes economic
losses [15] by deducting the number of customers [16], compromising reputations [12],
adding extra expenditures for fixing [14,17], disturbing general growth [16,17], and increas-
ing stakeholders’ frustration or anxiety [18–20]. Moreover, a massive attack could be a
reason for bankruptcy as well [21], and it is very crucial in military and national information
mysteries in international policies.
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The number of cybercriminals is increasing steeply with new attacking techniques [22],
and they are becoming more cunning day by day [23]. New attacks and vulnerabilities are
appearing every day, and organizations are updating new tools and techniques regularly
to protect themselves. Purplesce [24] published a list of recent attacks on their website,
including the largest DDoS attacks on Akamai, which were detected and protected by a
victim in June 2022; the UNC2447 cybercrime gang with other groups compromised the
credentials of Cisco employees in May 2022; Cloudflare noticed that they were under the
threat in August 2022; Cleartrip detected a massive data breach in June 2022, etc.

Cyber criminals use loopholes that belong to devices, applications, networks, and
users’ activities to attempt an attack on a system. The design flaws of software and hard-
ware, poorly configured systems or networks, obsolete hardware and software, complex
computing systems, and human errors are common loopholes that are used by cybercrimi-
nals [1,11,12]. Government agencies, private organizations, and international trade centers
show their attention to cyber defense [25]. A cyber defense is verified by penetration,
which is a set of activities for examining physical and logical infrastructure along with the
policy and procedures of an organization. It assesses and presents the vulnerabilities of
an organization so that it can take remedial actions prior to a cyberattack. It is becoming a
common and integrated part of an enterprise to review and update their systems regularly.
An enterprise can execute a pen test for newly implemented information systems, after
upgrading a system, or periodically (once nearly) [26,27]. Software product line vulnera-
bility testing is also considered as a penetration test [28]. In general, penetration means
a regular review practice that measures the security posture and reduces the risk of a
cyber-attack [29,30].

Penetration frameworks support maximizing the scope of coverage and completing
the reviewing process within a timeframe. This is the art of finding significant vulner-
abilities that can cause attacks and minimize the possibility of security breaches. The
penetration framework concentrated on the “security compliance testing”, “staff’s aware-
ness verification”, “showing the real time attack vectors”, and “emphasizing the existing
security strength of the organization”. It helps to improve security policy-procedures [31]
and important proactive measures [23] to protect a system. A secured cyber environment
ensures not only security but also a sustainable environment. Cyber specialists practice
penetration testing to utilize their invested capital, time, and attention to minimize the cost
and maximize the throughput by mitigating the risks of the organization. There are a few
commonly practiced security frameworks/methodologies that are presented in Section 4.1.

A cybersecurity standard includes a set of practices and technical methods for im-
proving the security of organizations, including physical and cybersecurity [32]. A pen
tester can follow any suitable standard that is comparatively more appropriate (details in
Section 4.2) to implement in databases, networks, Wi-Fi, applications, etc. Experts always
suggest following standardization guidelines that could ensure the best practices [33].
Standardization organizations are continuously improving risk management standards,
cybersecurity standards, and penetration frameworks that update guidelines and secu-
rity baselines. This review article selects frameworks, standards, tools, and vulnerability
scoring systems because these are distinguished from the required domains for formal
penetration testing (Table 1). An organization should develop a penetration process with an
optimal combination of standards, frameworks, tools, techniques, analyses, and reporting
systems. Previous studies (Table 1) concentrated on an individual element and focused
on a better approach of each element without considering other factors, but this work
is aimed at establishing complete penetration guidelines. Further research is required
because the studies (Table 1) have not been clarified, reported, or elucidated regarding
all penetration requirements. Further study is demanded because of the new tools and
techniques that are introduced frequently to face the latest vulnerabilities [34] which are
invented every week. There is no comprehensive study that relates all penetration require-
ments (standards, frameworks, tools, and techniques) thoroughly, though an optimum
penetration execution depends on the effective implementation of all requirements. Quality
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control and sustainability practices not only ensure the quality of a product but also the best
practice and culture for process management [35,36]. An organization improves quality of
services, effective process management, and sustainability by executing regular penetration
testing that is poorly understood by existing studies. The paper is organized as follows:
the research methodology is explained in Section 2, which is adopted in this study. The
fundamental concept of penetration testing, its lifecycle, and importance are described in
Section 3. Section 4 consists of the penetration taxonomy that shows the mapping between
the penetration area and the CIA security tried domains. Moreover, it also explains the
common vulnerabilities and respective security measures that should be considered in the
penetration process. Section 5, Section 6, and Section 7 describe penetration frameworks,
standards, and scoring methods, respectively. Current practices, trends, observations, and
the future research scope are mentioned in Section 8, with concluding remarks.

Table 1. Review domains (Source: Article authors).

Domain Subdomain Reference Specification

Methodology/framework
for pen test

Open Source Security Testing
Methodology (OSSTMM) [37]

This is basically an audit methodology
that is easily adaptable in cyberspace for
penetration purposes.

Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) [38–40]

A testing guide concentrated on security
for firmware, web applications, and
mobile applications.

National Institute of Security and
Testing (NIST) [41]

A flexible cyber security framework
concentrated on risk assessment and
mitigation plans that can adapt easily.

Penetration Testing Execution
Standard (PTES) [42–44]

Security experts developed this to specify
tools and techniques based on the
penetration domain.

Information System Security
Assessment Framework (ISSAF) [45]

A framework for developing one’s own
penetration methodology that can
establish a relationship between tasks
and tools.

Pen testing standards

Commonly used ISO 27000 family [46–51]
Concentrate on security in Information
Systems, security risk management, and
improvement security practices.

Industry-Related Standard Family [48,52–55]

Industry standards: ETSI EN 303 645,
ISO/SAE 21434, FIPS 140-2, and IEC
62443; concentrate on security in the
cyber world and IoT devices.

BIS standard [52,56,57]
Developed by the German government,
focusing on the security product; three
distinguished wings: BIS 100-1, 2, and 3.

Penetration tools

Network scanning [58–60] KaliLinux, WireShark, nmap, Metasploit

Web application scanning [58,59,61] Invicti/Netsparker, BeEF, Zed Attack
Proxy, Brup Suit, Nikto, W3AF,

Malware scanning [58,61] Nessues, KaliLinux, Acunetix,

General vulnerability check [58,61,62] KaliLinux, Intruder, Metasploit,
SQLmap, Acunetix

Traffic scanning [58,59,63] WireShark, Astra, Brup Suit

Penetration
scoring methods

Risk Scoring System (RSS) [64]
Numerical scoring system, poor
performance in complex to
complex systems.

Threat, Exposure, Mission, Safety,
and Loss (TEMSL) [65] Vulnerability remarks: none, some,

significant, and it is still in progress.
Industrial Vulnerability
Scoring System [65,66] Still in progress, and focusing on

industry management.
Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS) [67–69] Numerical scoring, industry standards

for IT.
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2. Methodology

This systematic literature review is accompanied by the penetration domains of frame-
works, standards, tools, and scoring systems by investigating published scholarly articles
between 2017 and 2022, besides standardization documents and web articles. This study
systematically identified, verified, scrutinized, and extracted the required information for
each domain. A cyber penetration process is a complex activity with standards, frame-
works, tools, and techniques that varies from enterprise to enterprise. The objective of this
study is to analyze existing practices and requirements for executing a penetration test.

Figure 1 illustrates the information selection procedure for each domain that is re-
peated multiple times until we obtain sufficient research articles from Google Scholar,
documents of the standardization organizations, and web portals. Standards and frame-
works are explained in the documents of the respective organization and the critical analysis
available at the expert’s website. This review work is aimed to guide a researcher and
security professional for framework, standard, tool, and scoring method selection based on
the objectives of a penetration testing area such as networks and infrastructure, web apps
and databases, user management, etc. It is going to perform a comparison study among
the currents using tools, frameworks, standards, and scoring methods to show the future
research and development scope in this realm.
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A popular and potential search engine is selected, which has the ability to search
almost all online databases and execute efficient queries. “Penetration Testing Frameworks”,
“Penetration Testing Standards”, “Penetration Testing Tools”, and “Penetration Testing
Scoring Systems” are the fundamental strings for the search engine query. The top-ranking
links for initial queries are mostly websites that consist of standardizing organizations,
technical bodies for certifications, promotional companies, and blogs. The modified queries
run in the Google Scholar search domain and retrieved from most research articles and
initial lists are developed with selected documents. Each article and web document is
analyzed and only accepted when it is aligned with any domain of the selective area and
consists of relevant updated information.

This paper performs a comprehensive literature review of widely used penetration
frameworks, standards, tools, and vulnerability scoring systems. The future research scope
is mentioned in the recent trend and observation study in the conclusion section.
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3. Penetration

Penetration identifies vulnerabilities of the cyber system so that the organization can
implement appropriate protection before any cyberattack. It is an authorized simulated
attack [70] against the computer system to check the security posture. It is a special, ethical
form of hacking that is becoming a regular practice in the cyber world. A pen tester
customizes the guidelines of a standardization document and execution methods from
the selected framework to execute penetration activities according to the demand of the
organization. The penetration process has a finite set of activities, which is illustrated in
Figure 2. Organizations’ requirements vary based on business demands and the nature
of jobs. An enterprise may want to check only the network vulnerability rather than web
applications or databases, and the pen tester should execute the required task based on the
guidelines and standards of the network infrastructure and devices, without considering
other risks or threats.
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3.1. Penetration Overview

Penetration is an official, formal, and ethical practice and deals with sensitive ac-
tions that recommend a set of standardization guidelines (Section 4.2) and frameworks
(Section 4.1). It could be executed by internal experts or external experts with three
distinguished levels of knowledge called black box testing, grey box testing, and white
box testing.

A black box testing approach executes penetration with cyber experts who act as
real hackers (black hat) and start the attempt without prior knowledge of the information
system. The white hat has primary information about the infrastructure and services, while
the grey hat has very limited information (publicly published) about the organization. A
pen tester collects information by tricking employees, stakeholders, customers, or suppliers,
without utilizing published documents or online tools. He attempts multiple attacks on a
particular domain and keeps the evidence to generate reports. Similarly, an employee can
perform attacks to review the security of a system with full knowledge (white box) or partial
knowledge (grey box). It is known as an internal penetration test. During the penetration
process, internal employees may be blind or aware of the audit according to the policy of
the organization. Penetration includes different tools and techniques for examining the
vulnerabilities of the physical environment, client-side machines, WiFi architecture, devices,
web applications, and network services, as well as peripheral devices and media. Finally, a
penetration report is developed by a pen tester team, including evidence of vulnerabilities,
vulnerability scores, and recommendations. The recommendation should show the way of
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fixing or minimizing threats. They must fix the system such that the system is like it was
prior to the implementation of the penetration process.

3.2. Penetration Phases

Penetration testing considers all possible parts of the information system, but it could
be implemented partially too. A penetration tester applies multiple methods of attacks
with multiple tools and techniques. A penetration process is structured based on the area
of coverage or the depth of testing. There are five major phases (Figure 3) of penetration
testing [71] that should be executed sequentially to complete a cycle. It is a regular process,
like an audit, that should be implemented regularly (e.g., once yearly), after implementing
new infrastructure or even upgrading a system.
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• Footprinting and reconnaissance: This is the first phase of the penetration process,
which collects information about the target organization, its technical and physical
infrastructure, and users’ contacts. Information is collected from users (maybe by
tricking too), published documents, online scanning tools, third parties, stakeholders,
etc. Attackers want to know as much as possible about the IT infrastructure and
services to explore the attacking scope, methodology, and tools. Collected information
also supports making an effective attacking strategy and plan. The main aim of this
phase is to define the goal and scope of the test and collect relevant information for
making an attacking strategy.

• Scanning: In this phase, the attacker will interact with the target to identify prospective
vulnerabilities. Attackers make different attempts to scan the information, and their
responses are recorded for further analysis. The existing exploitation strategy will
be updated according to the results of the analysis. Different scanning applications,
tools, and techniques are applied in this phase to scan networks, devices, and services.
It identifies an open shared drive, open FTP ports, services that are running, etc.
Scanning methods are divided into static scanning and dynamic scanning. Static
scanning is aimed at identifying the vulnerable functions, libraries, and logic. On
the other hand, in the case of dynamic scanning, a tester passes various inputs to the
application and records their responses. Dynamic scanning is more practical and faster
than static scanning.

• Enumeration: Attacks are performed in this phase based on the strategy and plan that
was developed in the first phase, as well as scanning information from the previous
phase. Special knowledge, skills, and experience are required for accessing loopholes
to obtain access control. Skills and patience are important for applying a series of
attempts to achieve an attacking target by using multiple tools and techniques. An
attacker tries his best actions in this phase to extract targeted data, compromise the
network’s security, and disturb services. The pen tester executes all possible attacks
on the system and records all bugs in the applications, networks, memory, social
engineering practices, user practices, physical security posture, Wi-Fi, zero-day-attacks,
etc. [72].

• Analysis: Risk analysis is performed according to the exploitation evidence of the
vulnerabilities in this phase. A tester should follow standard methods for risk measure-
ment and impact mapping [73], with categories such as critical, high, medium, and low,
which provide a priority for initiating the fixing of the required vulnerabilities [74].
The analysis report is comparatively short and simple, but it is easy for management
to know the system’s weaknesses [75]. It also includes clean-up activities such as
removing executable scripts and temporary files, reconfiguring the original setting
that was used before exploitation, eliminating all installed rootkits, and removing the
user accounts that are created by testers.

• Reporting: Usually, it is a formal document of the summary of the entire penetration
testing that is submitted by the pen tester team to the organization with a recommen-
dation guideline [74] to enhance the security of the organization. The report should
consist of high-level documentation and be easy to understand, supporting further
review. The findings (good or bad practices, strengths and weaknesses, etc.) [75] are
explained properly so that internal security teams improve the significant security
posture. Reporting is an art that reflects the activities, and a good report adds value to
the work.

3.3. Importance of Penetration Testing

There is no dedicated communication channel in the internet world that can protect
the vulnerabilities of the shared channel. There is no guarantee that the OSs or applications
have no loopholes that are deployed in the information system. Human error is not possible
to minimize to a level of zero, and we cannot rely on humans, hardware, software, or
communication media. We cannot ignore obsolete systems’ limitations in terms of security,
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sustainability, and performance. Moreover, hackers are introducing new tools or techniques
for identifying new weaknesses and exploiting zero-day attacks. An organization attempts
to review their systems, identify the flaws, and fix the vulnerabilities prior to the cyberattack,
which is wiser than recovering a system after being affected. A pen testing or penetration
test is the process for analyzing the physical and logical security system. It identifies
vulnerabilities, exploits the system, and recommends the best practices for improving
security and sustainability. It provides a scientific report so that an organization can act
prior to a cyberattack based on the proposed remediation. Nowadays, an enterprise can
conduct a pen test for one or more of the items, such as: security compliance, measuring
security posture, and flaws assessments [76]. The penetration test is mandated to comply
with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCIDSS) [76], Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). These are the typical standings for protecting data and guidelines for the regular
penetration testing practice [76].

Moreover, a secured ICT infrastructure enjoys the benefits of a sustainable environ-
ment by reducing unexpected costs of service disruption or disaster recovery. Penetra-
tion practices confirm regular monitoring, analyzing, and preventing the system from
cyber threats to meet the business goals of the enterprises [77–79]. It supports reducing
internal threats [78], improves the awareness of employees regarding cyberattacks and
consequences [79], strives to provide secure services [77–79], and protects resources from
attackers or malware [79]. The aims of the penetration process are: (i) to confirm resource
availability when required, (ii) to ensure that data are safe when processed, stored, and
transmitted, and (iii) to protect information from unauthorized disclosures.

Penetration practice is an iterative process that should be executed regularly or based
on demand (after deploying a new or upgraded system) to explore new weaknesses and
implement effective security patches. Nowadays, penetration is an integral part of the
organization that varies from organization to organization according to the complexity,
size, and importance of the services. It suggests a stakeholders’ awareness program
that can protect us from phishing and malware attacks. It should be embedded into the
organizations’ strategy to ensure best practice auditing and quality control. Penetration
practice ensures the quality of service and sustainability by protecting the environment
from physical or logical attacks.

4. Penetration Taxonomy

This section consists of a comprehensive study on the penetration domains with the
respective threats and possible protection techniques of each domain. It also relates CIA
triad areas with respective penetration domains (Figure 4) that support understanding se-
curity measures for each penetration domain. The penetration package is decomposed with
12 distinguished domains, which are the major concerns of an organization in protecting
the system from internal and external threats.

4.1. Penetration Domains

Review and update security policy: Today, we live in a hyper-connected world that
generates several quintillion bytes every day. Data are used in decision-making applications
that accelerate services. Hackers not only steal data from the victim for financial gain but
can obtain advantages from third parties or nefarious actions. Enterprise security policy
and procedure should be framed with a coherent vision and a dynamic set of stratagems. It
must include the most likely security threats to a network and the best minimizing practices.
A standard organization should utilize a risk assessment matrix, which is an analytical
tool that precisely qualifies the safety measure of an industry. The testing system is guided
by the laws and regulations that are visible in industries. A good policy procedure must
be well-structured documentation that consists of complete and clearly defined rules and
responsibilities. In this digital era, there is no industry without digital security policy
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procedures that are imposed by the top management for better governance. Security policy
must be updated according to the latest national and international digital acts.
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Educate end users and IT staff and verify their practice: Security breaches come from
the technical or physical environment, and there are no specific types of employees beyond
the target of attack. However, typical users mostly focus on their job responsibilities
without giving priority to the security measures, though they do not like any downtime
on the system or any interruption in their service. All users need to be aware of the
importance of cyber security, the cyber policy of the organization, and safe conduct. IT
policy procedure and cybersecurity education is required for new staff before accessing
enterprise resources [25]. Moreover, security policies should be readily available all the
time for all employees so that they can avoid doubtful actions and minimize risk.

Review physical security: The human is considered as a critical linchpin in the cy-
berattack chain [80], and physical security is the primary stage of protection. A strong
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physical security system enhances cybersecurity, such as a datacenter being deployed in
a restricted area. Physical security aims at protecting assets, people, and property from
physical actions or events such as disasters, theft, burglary, vandalism, and terrorism.
Losing portable devices with information to a competitor can occur due to the lack of
physical security. Physical security should be a part of the complete information security
framework. It commences with the identification of restricted areas in the enterprise and is
followed by taking appropriate measures. A clear definition and specification for accessing
restricted areas reduce the risk of unauthorized access. Visitors should be supervised even
in non-restricted areas. A security officer should give special attention to rogue wireless
access points, the workstation configuration with logout times, consider locking down
end users’ workstations, and disable open Ethernet jacks, because these are common and
important security issues in a physical infrastructure.

Understand perimeter security: Perimeter security refers to the method of protecting
an organization’s network frontiers from unwelcomed individuals such as hackers and in-
truders. Each network should be surrounded by a perimeter that entails threat recognition,
pattern analysis, and surveillance detection to ensure effective responses. It suggests taking
individual actions based on the trusted zone, untrusted zone, and DMZ zone. Firewall
configuration review is one of the most important activities in the penetration test, which
includes: traceroutes, access control, port scanning, and architecture [75]. The demarcation
point must be a clearly defined aspect of security and responsibility. For example, the
security of ISP connections is maintained by the service provider company, vendors should
incorporate new images of malware for IDS and IPS, and an organization should manage
the internal security posture. Internal security officers confirm the security settings of
the network devices (routers and firewalls) with strong passwords, unnecessary ports are
disabled, cisco one-step lockdown features are added, security audit features are included,
filtering passwords are configured at the level of the OSI reference model, a traffic control
mechanism is integrated, etc.

Review password management practices: Users’ password practices should be stan-
dardized with a set of password management principles. Password storing, managing,
and updating are regular practices in an enterprise based on the password management
policy. A strong password is difficult to compromise by a brute force attack, and password
management policies ensure this for a company. A good password management system
defines the minimum length of the password, the combination of case-sensitive characters,
digits, and special characters, the regular updating, stopping, and reusing policy, the policy
for preventing password sharing, the minimum time for the default password, the login
failure policy, and the policy for removing immediately when an employee leaves.

Identification of unnecessary services and ports: Hackers obtain additional attack
surfaces on open applications or ports that are in the listening mode, and a black hat
can exploit a network to breach security. The existing flows of network services support
utilizing “service libraries” to compromise the security perimeter. Improper access control
configuration, default configuration, or a weak encryption system may cause a Denial of
Service (DoS) attack to render a device or block a service. A security employee must ensure
a service only when it is necessary for a particular type of user. When black hats attempt
to compromise a host, they often look for a known vulnerability of that host, and it may
be an open port or service. End users should be restricted to downloading and installing
applications as they like. Network firewall and end user firewall implementation can
reduce cyber threats. Regular system scanning and disabling unnecessary services and/or
ports improve the security posture, quality of service, and sustainability of a system.

Recheck patch management practice: Technology is upgrading and changing rapidly,
and applications are also improving their security capabilities with respect to the latest
technology. So, keeping the system up to date is a regular activity of an IT team in ensuring
better service and security. In addition, new vulnerabilities are introduced daily, and
vendors are trying to patch. Black hats also scan the network with known vulnerabilities of
existing devices or services. Patch management is a patch installation process (updated
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codes) for fixing bugs, improving the service, and reducing security holes. Patch manage-
ment includes updating a system, testing the system, and maintaining documentation for
each patch. As a result, a sustainable cyber environment is ensured by patch management.

Review antivirus measures: Antivirus software is designed and developed to detect
and remove viruses from computers. It can also protect malicious attacks such as keylog-
gers, rootkits, spyware, botnets, adware, Trojan horses, etc. An organization should install
antivirus software on workstations, gateways, firewalls, servers, and end user machines.
They should use enterprise antivirus management software and be constantly vigilant such
that they have the latest antivirus signature. Antivirus management systems should be
active to generate alerts.

Effective access control: Access control is an information security process for protecting
data and resources from unauthorized access. It is physical or logical. Physical access
control is managed by policy procedure and physical security measures for the restricted
areas; the logical access control system assigns the users and their rules on the network.
Logical access control includes an authentication system for identifying a unique user and
an authorization process for assigning privilege of access to the users. The access control
system manages users’ confidentiality by assigning and updating rules and privileges.
It also performs regular audits and user data analysis to search for abnormalities. The
administration can assign group user rights rather than individuals that need their job
on selected files, directories, and devices. Security teams need extra care to give remote
access. Site-to-site and client-based VPNs can ensure secure access through insecure
communication channels.

Secured data transit: Cyber security achieves the confidentiality, integrity, authenti-
cation, and non-repudiation of digital data communication with cryptographic and hash
algorithms. This ensures data availability to the right person without any modifications.
A secure data transaction system maintains users’ privacy, and there is no scope to deny
any action that is already taken by a user. A client-based VPN allows you to create a secure
network between users and a remote network, and a site-to-site VPN allows for a secure
connection between two different physical networks. For wireless communication, adminis-
trators can implement WAP2 secure protocols to end user devices and enterprise networks.
Secure web transaction services can protect the communication of an untrusted zone.

Review IDS and IPS implementation: The IDS monitors the network traffic and
provides alerts about a potential security incident, and the IPS prevents malicious actions
in a network. The Security Operation Center (SOC) analyzes the alerts that are received
from IDS to know the tendency of unexpected packets so that they can take the required
actions. An administrator can install a host-based IPS in the host machine to protect
users’ information and a network-based IPS to the firewall to protect the network. A
security employee can implement a signature-based approach in the IDS and IPS by using
predefined signatures of well-known network threats to protect themselves from known
threats. When an attacker initiates a threat to the network, the IDS/IPS will detect that it is
identical with predefined signatures, and the IDS/IPS will take necessary action. In the
anomaly approach, there is no predefined signature to match with incoming packets, but
the IPS/IDS uses intelligent analytics to detect reasons for abnormal network traffic.

Review data backup systems: The preparation for backup implementation is not an
overwhelming task or not willing to accept a disaster; it is a precautionary measure. Data
backup is a reliable and sustainable service for delivering data when they are needed.
Backup data support the organization after any incident of physical or logical damage.
Cyber security strategy and policy include backup and recovery technologies, principles,
rules, regulations, and responsibilities. Security experts always choose an automatic data
backup solution. According to their data policy and the importance of the data, a company
can implement one or more well-known data strategies: “enterprise solution”, “imaging
solution”, and “SOHO solution”.
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4.2. Penetration for Common Vulnerabilities

Cybersecurity attacks are serious threats to the bottom line and public reputation of
a business. A penetration process should focus on common and recent attacks so that
the organization can minimize the risk from the recommendation of the test. This section
consists of some common vulnerabilities, their impacts, and remediation.

Password attack is a common form of a cyber-attack that could act as a brute force
attack, dictionary attack, rainbow attack, password spraying attack, credential stuffing
attack, and attack with a keylogger [25] to extract a victim’s password. A keylogger is a
malware application that records all information related to stroke keys, visited websites,
and accessed applications; this recorded information is accessed by hackers who can use
the credential information to use it against the victim. It leaks credential information such
as the ID, password, pin, and credit card information that could be used by hackers [81].
Cryptanalysis is the process used to decrypt a message without knowing a secret key. It is
also used to generate passwords for dictionary attacks, brute force attacks, and rainbow
attacks [82]. A dictionary attack attempts to obtain a password by trailing guessable pass-
words of a password dictionary, but it fails when the password is strong, with characters,
digits, and symbols [82]. A brute attack tries to retrieve a password with possible numbers
of permutation and a combination of elements (length, digit, character, special character)
based on the policy of an enterprise. It is very difficult (higher time complexity) to extract a
password, and it may take more time than the session time of client–server communication.
Shoulder surfing is a physical attack for obtaining a password by observing a user’s login
action [83]. Attackers try to obtain the hash value of a password from the database, which
is called a rainbow table attack.

Malware is a malicious computer program that disrupts or damages the system with
a variety of working principles [24]. Viruses are the malware applications (Table 2) that
can destroy data, hard disk partitions, or the functionalities of the peripherals when they
are executed by a host [84]. Worms replicate the files of a computer system to consume
resources so that the system will crash or become inactive. The trojan horse is a special kind
of software that allows for backdoor entry through a covert channel [84] so that a hacker
can exploit the systems. Hackers can install malware with spear phishing techniques to
create backdoors for the exploitation of the system [25] and can lock a system with malware
to obtain ransom [24].

Table 2. Common viruses and their protection measures (Source: Article authors).

Virus Way of Affecting Way of Spreading Way of Protection

Boot sector virus Overwrites/installs code with the
boot file. Through physical media, mostly.

Stop the initial payload from
installing and use a good
anti-virus.

Parasitic virus
Attaches itself to the exe. file and
delivers a payload when the program
is executing.

Mostly online links and documents.
Avoid unsecure Wi-Fi and
clicking links without being sure;
use anti-virus.

Stealth virus It averts anti-virus scanning and hides
itself. It attacks the OS processes.

Downloaded through email
attachments or unverified software.

Use up-to-date strong
anti-virus signatures.

Polymorphic virus Makes a copy of itself when coming in
touch and updates the copies.

Creates and modifes its version as
well as encrypts their codes that are
different from each other.

Preferable cloud native
environment; use up-to-date
next-generation anti-virus
software as well as
pop-up blockers.

Marco virus
Infects Microsoft Office files and OS
that can transport between
different OSs.

When an infected document is shared
and forwarded.

Strong anti-virus software and
awareness about email phishing
are preferable.

Multipartite virus It can infect more than one way, both
programs and boot sectors.

Typically spread by attaching it to a
self-executable file.

Avoiding clicking on suspicious
links, use reliable anti-virus
software, and keep a backup.

Spawn/companion virus It does not physically touch the files. Self-copy is saved by the name of
another file with a different extension. Prevention measures of the virus.

Web scripting virus Stand-alone file that could be
executed by the interpreter.

Spread through infected websites and
steals data or damages file.

Secure web browser, antivirus
software, and cyber
security measures.
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Social engineering is the art of manipulation, motivation, and convincing tricks that
are applied to the users, and they share their confidential information with the attacker.
The attacker generally sends bait in the form of an email message, and the victim accepts it
as authentic information and takes necessary actions based on the guidelines of the email or
message. As a result, a hacker obtains the required information for hacking, which is called
a phishing attack [24]. Organizations have a standard password policy, and they have
trained employees. However, social media platforms do not apply strong password policies
to keep things simple and achieve business goals. A hacker can obtain the password of a
social media account of a target easily [25].

An eavesdropping attack or man-in-the-middle attack attempts to hijack a session
between client and server communication. This is known as “sniffing” and “snooping”,
when an attacker searches for the weakness of the system for backdoor entrance [83,85].
A hacker is a person who intends to extract victims’ information by intercepting the
communication channels of two persons [25]. An attacker stores the information that he
can obtain from communication devices that may be confidential to a user, and the attacker
can use it for further malicious actions [81]. A hacker uses a client’s IP to communicate with
the server, and the server usually responds. Currently, encryption technology is applied in
emails or instant message passing applications [86] to protect data in transmission so that
the data cannot be used for malicious actions.

Denial of Service (DoS) attack is an intention to intrude on the networking services of
an organization. It attempts to flood the network traffic by forwarding unnecessary data
packets to the target network. As a result, desired bandwidth is consumed and exhausts
resources, but it is unable to stop the services. A distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack
is performed by a group of malicious machines (Botnet) [24] together regarding a victim,
which creates several times more traffic than a DoS attack on a network [82,84]. It is used
to attack an enterprise that has a cluster of servers, and one machine is not sufficient to
attack. The Botnet method is applied to increase the number of attacking machines in DDoS
attacks to increase the victim’s suffering, and a hacker becomes happy if he can stop the
original requests of the targets [86].

Code injection is a form of cyberattack that manipulates standard SQL queries for
database-driven web applications to compromise the security of those applications [81].
Attackers want to insert malicious code into the SQL servers to retrieve information.
Cross Site Scripting (XSS) is an attacking technique of website hacking involving injecting
malicious code that has different approaches: reflected XSS executes the malicious script
on clients’ machine, and the server does not store it; the stored XSS approach stores
and executes the malicious script on the server that is executed by multiple users [25,31].
Document Object Model (DOM) XSS is a client-side attack that executes malicious code
after the execution of a legitimate server script. An attacker identifies the appropriate
method of SQL injection; for example, the appropriate webpage-code-injection method is
applied by analyzing the design of the targeted webpage [82].

5. Penetration Frameworks

Penetration frameworks suggest applying a systematic penetration process to find
out the weaknesses and loopholes of a network of the enterprise prior to a cyberattack.
This activity is accomplished through an iterative process known as penetration testing
or, simply, a pen test. Simply, it is the art of achieving vulnerability identification as much
as possible by entrancing into the inner system to reach the target. A hacker always tries
to compromise barriers so that he can act as a legitimate user. The pen testing framework
includes security compliance verification and staff awareness confirmation. A penetration
test explores the vulnerabilities and shows the real-time attack vectors, which show the
existing security strength of the organization. It discusses scanning for major vulnerabilities
and suggests improving security measures. So, a standard organization practices pen
testing regularly (i.e., yearly) or when any change (e.g., any newly installed system or any
device is updated) is incorporated in any device in the system. A framework recommends
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following guidelines to execute a penetration test, to develop a list of vulnerabilities
according to the priority, and to fix them based on the priority. A pen tester can help to
improve security policy and strategy with respect to the prioritized vulnerability list, the
tools that were used in the test, and the proposed remediation [31]. Penetration minimizes
the security issues of an organization by accepting proactive security measures, improving
security and sustained services [23]. Table 3 represents five commonly used penetration
testing methodologies [87].

Table 3. Penetration Frameworks (Source: Article authors).

Penetration
Methodology Description

Open-Source
Security
Testing
Methodology Manual
(OSSTMM) [37]

Features: IOSSTMM is an audit methodology for security testing that is adaptable to vulnerability assessment, penetration testing, or
ethical hacking. Version 3 (the latest one) of OSSTMM is developed to execute penetration testing for physical and virtual infrastructure,
middleware, clouds, networks (mobile, telecommunication, wireless), humans, and data handling issues. It performs security tests at the
operation level and does not concentrate on anecdotal evidence or assumptions. There is a set of attack surface and visualization tools for
comparative analysis. It also includes a quantitative risk assessment facility.
Advantages: It welcomes anyone to an open-source system testing process that shows repetitive and consistent results. It could be
integrated with existing laws, policies, and industry regulations. There is guidance to protect the intellectual property of the organization.
Disadvantages: The repetitive work increases the complexity, time, and cost as well as the additional effort required to adopt the
methodology in the penetration process. Before starting the penetration test, a tester needs to read and understand all processes clearly
for adaptation to the system. It focuses on the certification of a security tester and organization.

Open Web Application
Security Project
(OWASP) [38–40]

Features: It has three different testing guides based on the type of application, and these are:
OWASP Web Security Testing Guide [38]: It concentrates on the software development process and on reducing bugs in the applications.
A developer can utilize this to produce secure code and for quality assurance. A software tester can check the software before the release,
a project manager can incorporate it to maintain the overall security of the enterprise, and a security expert can verify the security holes.
OWASP Mobile Application Security [39]: It provides a service for testing, checklists, test cases, and reverse engineering to review a
system, and its working principles are updated regularly. It is guided by a Mobile Application Security Verification Standard (MASVS)
that could be used by a mobile app developer, tester, architecture designer, and mobile security professional. It suggests adding test cases
for all requirements and tracking compliance for practical assessment. This guide consists of specific guidelines for the Android platform
and the iOS platform besides the general guidelines for the vulnerability testing. Reverse engineering, tempering techniques, and
prevention methods are incorporated in every case.
OWASP Firmware Security Testing Methodology [40]: It is constructed to explore victims’ firmware and examine the features of that
firmware. It extracts the characteristics, carves, emulates, and analyzes the content of the file system of a targeted firmware. It is used to
execute dynamic security tests of firmware from the interface and analyze runtime binaries or binary exploitation to attain at the root.
Moreover, it is now extended to mobile apps that deal with Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based information.
Advantages: It is highly application-oriented, and it concentrates on the development process, coding, and testing of web-based software,
mobile applications, and embedded systems. Integrating security features into a product is the main purpose of this framework. It is also
commonly used as a penetration testing framework.
Disadvantages: It is mostly concentrated on applications’ security rather than organizations’ security.

National Institute of
Security and Testing
(NIST) [41]

Features: The NIST cyber security framework consists of three main components: the framework core, framework implementation tiers,
and framework profile for risk management. Identification, protection, detection, responding, and recovery are the five continuous
functions of the core of the framework. It remarks discrete outcomes of subcategories for each function and attempts to match with
existing industry standards, practice, and guidelines. It tries to communicate from the strategic level to the operation level on account of
the security purposes of the organization. Framework implementation tiers describe the degree of an organization’s cybersecurity
practices (i.e., risk management and threat awareness practices, repeatable and adaptive processes). An organization is categorized from
tier one to tier four based on the current security practice, threat management, legal and/or regulatory limitations, the business objective,
and the constraints of the organization. These outcomes guide a team in developing recommendations for further improvement. An
organization can select categories and subcategories from the framework, where a framework profile shows the assumed outcome
according to selected categories and subcategories. The profile is aligned with standard guidelines and practices that help to improve the
security posture of the current system. A current profile could be used to prioritize and measure the progress towards the target profile.
Advantages: This is concentrated on the risk assessments and could be adapted to any organization by selecting categories and
subcategories from the framework. Business missions are reinforced in each component of the framework that supports enhancing
business security and achieving business goals.
Disadvantages: A pen tester needs a very good idea of the framework and the security requirements of the organization before adapting
the framework.

Penetration Testing
Execution Standard
(PTES) [42]

Features: It is developed by security experts for seven consecutive steps: pre-engagement interactions or initial communication to know
the reasons for pen testing; the intelligence gathering phase collects information of the system; the threats modeling step identifies the
existing threats; vulnerability analysis is performed to select the required tools and techniques of exploitation; evidence exploitation and
keeping the evidence; analysis of the impact of exploitation on the organization; and developing a detailed report with recommendations.
Advantages: It supports a technical guide [43] that specifies tools, domains, and techniques for the penetration test. It tries to develop a
minimum baseline for the pen test that cannot cover all scenarios [44]. It generates executive and technical reports for the enterprise [44].
Disadvantages: This is comparatively new, and, until now it has been in the improvement stage. It can be implemented by businesses
and security service providers [42].

Information System
Security Assessment
Framework (ISSAF) [45]

Features: ISSAF is aimed at delivering a comprehensive guide to developing our own pen test methodology that links each step of the
penetration test with a specific tool [45]. There are three steps in ISSAF: Step 1 performs the identification of a communication channel
between an organization and a pen tester company; it detects the scope, approach, and methodology for execution, and it performs
agreement for penetration based on the test case and escalation path. Tools and techniques are explained in Step 2 to specify the targeted
area such as the application, database, network, and hosts. It illustrates the detailed scope of the penetration test that is well defined and
structured with the process of execution phases. Finally, a complete test is performed in this step. Step 3 is quite brief and focuses on
removing the artifacts that are created during the penetration test as well as developing technical and executive reports.
Advantages: It establishes relationships between tasks and respective tools.
Disadvantages: It is not maintained properly and is a little bit out of date [45].

6. Penetration Standards

Cyber risk is available in all infrastructure but the severity of the risk is not the
same [88] and we practice standardization guidelines to minimize existing to manage-
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able level [89]. Penetration standards ensure the implementation of a set of practices
and technical methods to improve security in networks, storage, internet, hardwires, and
software for its users [32]. It is aimed at reducing cyberattacks [90] and improving busi-
ness goals [32]. Cybersecurity experts recommend integrating security standards so that
organizations can ensure the best security measures to minimize cyber risk [33]. A stan-
dard specifies processes, procedures, guidelines, and baselines for security control [91].
Cybersecurity standards have been applied to different organizations to perform pene-
tration testing [92,93]. Standards can guide the reviewing process and improve formal
practices [56]. Table 4 consists of commonly used cybersecurity standards.

Table 4. Penetration Standards (Source: Article authors).

Standard Features

Commonly used ISO 27000 family [46]

The International Electro Technical Commission (IEC) and International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) published the ISO/IEC 27000 series that concentrates on the
security of information systems management (ISM) [47]. 27001:2013 has seven steps
(installation, operation, monitoring, controlling, maintenance, review, performance,
and improvement) that can lead to improved information security practices in
business organizations [56]. It supports managing business information and personal
information secretly, which can improve the branding of an enterprise [94]. The
organization’s assets are securely managed and protected by 27002:2013. Moreover,
the personnel, operations, business continuity, compliance, and information of an
organization are protected by the guidelines of 27002:2013 [49]. A responsible
individual can implement the best practice recommendations of 27002:2013 to improve
the security posture of an enterprise [50]. Organizations implement 27005:2018 for
cybersecurity risk management with the standard ISO/IEC 27001. ISO/IEC 27005 has
employed seven elements in the risk management process [49] that ensure risk
mitigation at a satisfactory level, though it depends on the skill, practice, size, sector,
and budget of the company [51]. 27006:2015 was initiated for information security
certification management by a third party to enhance the trustworthiness of the
organization [56]. Information security standards are specified as ISO/IEC 27003:2017
(guidance), ISO/IEC27000:2018 (vocabulary), ISO/IEC 27007:2017 (auditing), ISO/IEC
27004:2016 (monitoring, analysis, evaluation), ISO/IEC 27014:2013 (governance of
information security), ISO/IEC 27017:2015 (code of practice) [49], etc.

Industry-Related Standard Family [52]

ETSI EN 303 645, ISO/SAE 21434, FIPS 140-2, and IEC 62443 are commonly used by
industry standards for special purposes in industry risk mitigation [52]. ETS EN 303
745 mainly concentrates on the policy procedure development for Internet of Things
(IoT) management devices [53]. It includes all stakeholders who are related to
IoT-based product manufacturing and application development [53]. The ISO/SAE
21434 standard is applied to manage risk and protect road vehicles from cyberattacks.
It is extended to minimize risk in the process of vehicle production, development, and
maintenance [54]. FIPS 140-2 defines four security levels known as secure
cryptography modules that are accepted by federal agencies of the United States and
Canada [48]. IEC 62443 consists of a series of international standards for cybersecurity
in industry automation [55]. It has different categories to meet the threat protection in
the area of cybersecurity.

BSI Standard [56]

Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (BSI IT) is developed by a German
government agency [52] that is responsible for the security of digital communication
and computers. It also focuses on the security products, security labs, and security
processes [56]. BSI 100-1 describes a few mandatory requirements that are integrated
with ISO 27001 to ensure the security of IT infrastructure [56]. The BSI 100-2 standard
concentrates on IT security management, step-by-step task implementation for
security, and integrating the best practices, while BSI 100-3 is developed for risk
analysis based on IT-Grundschutz principles [57].

The automated penetration test saves time, but it will throw off several false-positives,
and a good pen tester performs a manual review too [95]. Sometimes, an environment
does not support it due to disruption, a lack of test accounts, and limited resources and
scope [95]. However, since a considerable number of standards have been developed to
cover different aspects of cybersecurity in various organizations, it may be challenging for
business owners to choose the appropriate standard [96]. Frameworks provide guidelines
and standards specify the required actions for an individual domain, such as risk, policy,
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industry automation, etc. This paper concentrates on the general penetration test so that
any organization can adapt as they like.

7. Penetration Tools

Information security is more than just IT protection; it is a part and parcel of business
culture in obtaining competitive advantages in this digital economy. It is also not a matter
of confirming secured information systems once and enjoying the service for a long period.
New vulnerabilities are explored by hackers regarding the existing hardware, OS, medium,
or applications, besides inventing new malware. So, a cyber-security team should be up to
date with the latest threats’ images to protect computing resources. A pen tester needs to
utilize appropriate and updated tools to review the vulnerabilities [58]. In this section, we
compare commonly used penetration tools.

• KaliLinux 2023.1: In most cases, it is considered as a default penetration. OS [59] is a
reliable pen-testing tool on the platforms of desktops, mobile devices, virtual machines,
Docker, and Windows or Linux-based subsystems [60]. It supports vulnerability
scanning and digital forensics operations and can be used as a sniffing tool for LAN
and WAN [61]. In addition, it is used for 16-bit brute force password cracking [61].

• WireShark 4.0.6: It is an open-source application that is used to monitor network
traffic [58]. It can capture Ethernet live-data [61] and inspect USB data [58].

• Intruder: It is a common tool used in the banking and government sector to scan vul-
nerabilities of the system [58]. It performs auto analysis and develops a vulnerability
list based on the risk priority [62]. It is supported by ISO 27001/27002 standards and
SOC 2 compliance standards [62]. Moreover, it can work with cloud systems: AWS,
Google Cloud, and Azure [62].

• Astra 5.3: It is a comprehensive penetration testing tool for manual and automated
tests [58,59,61], with more than 3000 tests that can integrate CI/CD with other applica-
tions [58]. It is enhanced with an interactive dashboard for the compliance security
test [63].

• W3AF1.6: This is a Python-based web penetration tool with a great graphical inter-
face [58] that is a comparatively easy and powerful tool for developers [61].

• NMAP: This is one of the most popular network scanning tools used for port scan-
ning, network mapping, and creating inventory for network services [58]. Network
administrators also use this as a regular testing tool for monitoring, inventory man-
agement, service management, and upgrading schedules [60]. In addition, legitimate
organizations scan the entire IPv4 range and ports regularly for the IP map and ports’
status respectively [59].

• Metasploit: This is one of the most-used automation frameworks for penetration
testing [61], which consists of 25 platforms with more than 500 payloads and 1677 ex-
ploits for vulnerability checking [58]. It also performs real-time analysis and supports
decrypting hundreds of protocols [59].

• SQLmap: It is applied in automated penetration to detect SQL injection flaws [58]
with Boolean, stack, union, and error injection methods [61]. It supports H2, Informix,
MaxDB, SAP, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, Microsoft Access,
SQLite, IBM DB2, Firebird, and Sybase for security checking [59].

• Nikto 2.1.6: This is an open-source pluggable web server scanner that consists of
7000 scanning programs [58]. There are plenty of tests for both vulnerability and
misconfiguration tests.

• Nessues 10.3.0: It is an ideal tool for malware and missing patches identification [61]
that consists of more than 65,000 vulnerability tests. It could be integrated into tenable
products and services that are regularly updated [58].

• Brup Suit 2023.4.4: It is an open-source tool that is incredibly effective for web traffic
exploration and can fire when required [59]. It consists of a set of tools such as a
web crawler, repeater, sequencer, and proxy to perform security tests on web applica-
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tions [58]. It is also good for beginners to understand traffic exploitation in a computer
network [59].

• Acunetix 15: It is an automatic pen testing tool that is capable of identifying out-of-
band vulnerabilities [61] and is applicable for on-premises or cloud platforms [61].
It supports important standards such as PCI DSS, HIPPA, and ISO 27001 and is
seamlessly integrated with the platforms: GitHub, Bugzilla, JIRA, Azure DevOps, and
Mantis [62].

• Zed Attack Proxy 2.12.0: This is an Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)-
founded pen testing tool for Linux, Mac, and Windows [58] that runs into the entire
platform to create a proxy between clients and webpages [61].

Besides these, Aircrack 1.7 is used for packet capturing and data extraction and cracks
the flaws of a wireless system [61]. BeEF is used to check the security issues in web
browsers [61], and a tester is used as an additional attack vector to know the posture of
a target. Ettercap is used to generate a data packet for a man-in-the-middle-attack [61].
Invicti/Netsparker is an automatic web application scanning tool that can scan more than
a thousand applications in a day [61]. Moreover, a huge number of web applications and
APIs are available for performing scanning or executing exploitation in a sever, network,
website, or device.

8. Penetration Scoring

A penetration test is aimed at remediating the vulnerabilities, but it is incredibly
difficult to patch every single vulnerability of a system. All vulnerabilities do not have the
same effect on the system, and their fixing cost also varies. Even if an organization wants
to forgo patches on some vulnerabilities to improve their security, they need to know the
priority of the vulnerabilities, relevant cost, complexity, and fixing time. A penetration
tester must prioritize the vulnerabilities or remediation with some metric values. The
cyber vulnerability scoring system is initiated by the risk scoring system and a compliance
scoring system such as “Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS)”. There
are dozens of scoring systems, and all of them are unique in their goals and methods. The
most common and recent scoring systems are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Common Scoring Systems (Source: Article authors).

Method Scoring System Application Domain Limitations

Risk Scoring System (RSS) [64] Provides a numerical mean score
of vulnerabilities

Medical, Commercial Aviation,
Weapon System

Fails for complex-to-complex
systems

Threat, Exposure, Mission, Safety,
and Loss (TEMSL) [65]

Vulnerabilities are ranked with
quality terms: none, some, and
significant. It uses a decision tree
to show the priority.

It is applicable where qualified
priority (never, next, now)
is suitable.

Not standardization: still in
progress [65]

Industrial Vulnerability Scoring
System [66]

It calculates the final score based
on four different scores.

Focusing on applying it in the
industry security scoring
management.

Not standardization: still in
progress [65]

Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS) [68]

The latest version (CVSSv3.1)
calculates scores for three
different areas: Base, Temporal,
and Environment metrics.

Industry Standard and focuses on
IT fields. Could be adjusted in any
industry for risk assessment.

Some experts believe that it is
difficult to draw the conclusion
from temporal and environment
scores [68].

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) supports a pen tester in standard-
izing the vulnerabilities with a scoring methodology, and it is agnostic regarding any
platform [67]. It is an open framework exhibiting a characteristic of a system with a score
that is developed by the Forum of Incident and Response Teams (FIRST). It is considered
an industry standard vulnerability scoring system [67,97] and is commonly used in se-
curity companies for vulnerability assessment as well as risk management [97]. A pen
tester can utilize CVSS scoring systems to represent vulnerabilities in software, hardware,
and firmware with evidence. CVSSv3.1 is the latest version of the CVSS series, which
consists of a “base metric group”, a “temporal metric group”, and an “environmental
metric group” [69]. CVSS has been updated (Table 6), and the latest version (CVSSv3.1)
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will be released in June 2019 [97]. Table 6 illustrates the improvement of version 3 over
version 2 and CVSSv3.1, which does not introduce major changes except for reformulating
the equation.

Table 6. Comparison Study of CVSS Versions (Source: Article authors).

CVSSv2 CVSSv3.0 CVSSv3.1

The score reflects the impact of the
vulnerabilities on the entire system.

The score reflects the impact of the
vulnerabilities on the impacted
components of the system.

The score reflects the impact of the
vulnerabilities on the impacted
components of the system.

This version does not consider
environment metrics.

The vulnerabilities that are related to
the environment of the application
are considered.

The impact of the CVSSv3
environment metrics is modified
for subgroups.

There is no indication when a
vulnerability affects more than one
application in a system.

Scope metrics indicate when a
vulnerability impacts other
applications in the same system.

The vulnerable and impact
components are reformulated and
clearly indicated by the
scope metrics.

The impact of a vulnerable
application is reflected by
impact metrics.

Impact metrics are reflected by the
impact degree (none, low, high).

The impact metrics score the result of
an exploitation.

Authentication metrics may ignore
many aspects of vulnerability.

The importance of privileges is
reflected by a privilege attack.

A privilege score is generated by an
attacker after exploitation and
compared with the previous score.

Access complexity includes the
user’s interaction and configuration
of the system.

The complexity of the user
interaction and attacks is separated
in access complexity.

It demolishes the description
ambiguity of the access complexity.

An attack vector can consist of
physical hardware and a local
access system.

Attack vector metrics separate the
local complexity from the hardware
complexity of the system.

Attack vector metrics are
reformulated for the description
values of the local, network, and
physical components of the system.

8.1. Base Matrix Taxonomy

The base metric has three major elements: the scope (identify the impact of local
system-associated components), impact metric (measure total impact according to the
CID triad), and exploitability metric that performs vulnerability actions in the system. Its
functionality is illustrated in Figure 5 and Equations (1)–(4).

BMc = {EM, IM, S} where EM = {}

ISS = 1 − [(1 − C)× (1 − I)× (1 − A)] (1)

where BM represents the base matrix, EM represents the Exploitable Matrix, IM represents
the impact matrix, S represents the scope, C represents confidentiality, I represents integrity,
and A represents availability, and the equations are standardized by different organiza-
tions [65,66,69,97]. The Injury Severity Score (ISS) (Equation (1)) is used to calculate the
impact of the vulnerability on a system (Equation (2)).

impact =

{
6.42 × ISS, scope is unchanged

7.52 × (ISS − 0.029)− 3.25 × (ISS − 0.02)15, scope is changed
(2)

E = 8.22 × AV × AC × PR × UI (3)

where the Exploitability is (E), the Attack Vector is (AV), the Attack Complexity is (AC), the
Privileges Required is (PR), and the User Interaction is (UI).

BaseScore =


0, Impact <= 0

Roundup (Min [(Impact + E), 10]), Scope is Unchanged

Roundup(Min [1.08 × (Impact + E), 10]), Scope is Changed

(4)
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8.2. Temporal Matrix Taxonomy

This metric explores the security practice and the level of maturity according to
the standards of documentation, the code, and the quality of remediation. Figure 6 and
Equation (5) express the elements of the temporal metric. The Temporal Score (TS) is
calculated by the Base Score (BS), Exploit Code Maturity (ECM), Remediation Level (RL),
and Report Confidence (RC) (Equation (5)).

TS =Roundup(BS × ECM × RL × RC) (5)
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8.3. Environmental Matrix Taxonomy

Figure 7 and Equations (6)–(8) figure out the facts of environmental metrics that have
a direct impact on integrated technological elements with a vulnerability. The Modified
Injury Severity Score (MISS) is calculated by Equation (6), based on the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability. CR stands for the Confidentiality Requirement, IR stands for the
Integrity Requirement, and AR stands for Availability Requirements. The Modified Impact
(MI) (Equation (7)) is derived from Equation (6), and Equation (8) calculates the Modified
Exploitability (ME), which only depends on modified base metrics.

MISS = Min (1 − [(1 − CR × MC)× (1 − IR × MI)× (1 − AR × MA)], 0.915) (6)
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MI =

{
6.42 × MISS, If MS is Unchanged

7.52 × (MISS − 0.029)− 3.25 × (MISS × 0.9731 − 0.02)15, If MS is changed
(7)

ME = 8.22 × MAV × MAC × MPR × MUI (8)
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9. Conclusions

This research is a review article that provides extensive study of the penetration
testing requirements: frameworks, standards, tools, and scoring methods by which an
organization executes perfectly according to its needs. Regular penetration practice will
improve the quality of service and the sustainability of an organization by reducing the
security risk. This study enhances the scope of the researchers to explore their interest in
the latest trend of cyber pen testing processes, tools, and techniques. It also describes the
possible vulnerabilities and the domain of penetration testing along with its importance.
This study explores the dimensions of penetration testing and execution complexity. This
article shows that security is an integrated task, and compromising is not acceptable in
either physical or logical infrastructure and platforms (applications, devices, medium, etc.).
The rest of this section consists of recent trends in penetration practice, our observations,
and the scope of future works.

9.1. Recent Trend

According to the “Cobalt’s penetration state 2022” report, the most frequent vulnera-
bilities happened because of misconfigurations of server security (38%) in 2022, followed
by cross-site scripting (13%), access control compromising (11%), sensitive data exploitation
(10%), and compromising authentication (8%) [98]. The number of vulnerabilities is increas-
ing day by day, and 66 zero-day vulnerabilities appeared in 2021; 62% of security teams
had zero-day exploitation experience in 2022 [22]. On average, 14 days were required for
fixing a zero-days attack [98]. The Microsoft 365 suite is utilized by more than one million
companies worldwide and creates issues with sensitive data leakage, privilege abuse, and
credential theft [99]. DevSecOps, blockchain-centric technologies, cloud services, machine
learning, 5-G networks, GRC, SIEM, and helpdesk systems are enhanced in the digital
world. New challenges appear within new technologies too. Organizations integrate
penetration testing plans into their policy when they are utilizing the aforementioned
technologies [100]. AI-centric cybersecurity applications are imposed into network and
end devices to improve automatic protection [100], and as a result, automatic pen testing
also become popular. An automatic penetration system is more sustainable, but most of the
organizations practice manual penetration tests beside AI-centric protection. Table 7 shows
the recent contributions to the automatic penetration test that can reduce manual tasks but
cannot demolish the importance of manual processes.
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Table 7. Recent Penetration trends (Source: Article authors).

Reference Year Proposal Way of Execution Penetration Limitation

Sanyam et al. [101] 2023 Automated cyber defense

Automated real-time network
protection agent generation that
would be adaptable for regular
penetration testing.

Only for malware
penetration.

Faeroy et al. [102] 2023 Autonomous penetration

Proposed a model for autonomous
penetration test and focuses on the
vulnerabilities identification of
IoT devices.

Limited by Wi-Fi
vulnerabilities for IoT.

Guewen et al. [103] 2023 Automated
building safety

Proposed autonomous three-level
security for building an automation
system that is applicable for
regular penetration.

Limited physical
penetration.

Fredrik et al. [104] 2023 Manual pen testing Applied to a house for physical
security and surveillance.

Applied for physical
penetration.

Phillip and Saritha [105] 2023 Pen testing
Simulation

Applied the reinforcement learning
method for simulation-based
penetration testing.

For autonomous vehicles.

Massimiliano et al. [106] 2022 Systematic IoT testing
Proposed intelligent thread
modeling system for performing
penetration on IoT infrastructure.

For home IoT
security devices.

Ceren Comenrt et al. [107] 2022 Secure fingureprinting
transmission method

Various augmentive methods are
applied to securely transmit radio
frequency fingerprinting in critical
infrastructure such as autonomous
vehicle networks.

Only for radio frequency
fingureprinting receivers.

O.M Gul et al. [108] 2023 Secure fingureprinting
transmission approach

Various augmentive methods are
applied to securely transmit radio
frequency fingerprinting in critical
infrastructure such as industrial IoT.

Only industry IoT
environments are
considered.

Z. chen et al. [109] 2023 Tempering
protection system

A blockchain-based decentralized
mobile crowdsensing is proposed,
which is against tempering in IoT
sensing environments.

Works against tempering
and fake requests.

9.2. Observation

Penetration testing services remain some of the critical tasks of an organization’s secu-
rity strategy. Appropriate pen testing programs and equipment are essential to handling
security risk proactively. The testing scope and priorities are specified by top security
management, which vary from organization to organization. A sufficient security budget
can support protecting from threats [100]. An organization is controlled by its internal
and external policy procedure, and penetration testing is strongly connected with cyber-
security policy procedures, social and ethical issues, and federal or international laws. It
also depends on technology, services, and vendors’ responsibility. From this study, we
conclude that:

• Integrated penetration policy procedures should be guided by standards and frame-
works.

• Organizations should show importance of all vulnerabilities and consider that security
is an integrated task (any weakness could be a cause of a massive disaster).

• Organizations should implement the penetration test regularly or on demand (new/
updated deployment), which could be both manual and automatic to improve the
validation of the test result. The penetration process should be reviewed and updated
regularly to protect the system from newly arrived threats.

• Penetration practice minimizes unexpected damages and disruptions; as a result, an
organization can ensure quality of service and improve sustainable practices.

9.3. Future Work

Until now, cyber penetration teams have implemented customized risk management
methodologies or auditing frameworks, and NIST is the most popular standardization
authority. This study conducted a descriptive analysis for frameworks, standards, tools,
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and scoring techniques that will be updated by analytical studies in the future. In the
future, we are going to propose a specialized penetration framework for demolishing
the customizing task of the penetration team. The study finds plenty of open-source
tools which are currently used in the penetration process, and Metasploit is one of the
most popular in developing payloads that attract our attention. Penetration is a regular
activity that is maintained by standard organizations to achieve business goals, and its
complexity increases when more functionalities are added to the information system. We
can propose a divide-and-conquer technique in the future to minimize its complexity. We
have the scope to focus on automation penetration testing for fixed security elements
such as intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems, and firewalls. There
are plenty of tools that are used for multiple penetration tasks, and a good tool analysis
study can guide a penetration team in selecting effective tools. Different technical flaws
are being introduced day by day with technological advantages, and new hacking tricks
are introduced for cyberattacks. As a result, the penetration demand will increase with
new tools and techniques. In the concluding remarks, we want to mention that the study is
limited by descriptive analysis, generalized discussions, and broad study domains and is
applicable to common platforms. A framework would be developed for a domain such as
penetration testing for (i) IoT, (ii) databases, (iii) servers, etc. with a set of selected tools,
techniques, methods, and standards.
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